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Abstract

Inguinal hernia repair is one of the most commonly performed procedures in the United States. Ilioinguinal-iliohypogastric nerve blocks are commonly performed for postoperative pain control. Transient femoral nerve palsy is a recognized complication of this block. A 75-year-old male underwent an uncomplicated Lichtenstein repair of an incarcerated right inguinal hernia. An ilioinguinal-iliohypogastric nerve block was performed at the conclusion. Postoperatively, he reported symptomatology of femoral nerve palsy, with full resolution within 8 h. Femoral nerve palsy occurs when anesthetic is infiltrated into the transversus abdominis muscle, allowing for diffusion toward the femoral nerve along contiguous planes of the transversus abdominis-iliacus fascia. Incidence can be as high as 5%. Literature favors ultrasound to landmark-based approaches for improved efficacy and reduced complications. Postoperative protocols for femoral nerve palsy can be implemented with minimal effect on nursing workflow to improve patient safety from the effects of this complication.
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Introduction

Inguinal hernia repair is one of the most commonly performed procedures in the United States, with over 800,000 procedures performed annually [1]. Ilioinguinal-iliohypogastric nerve blocks (II/IH-NB) are an important component of perioperative pain management. The II/IH nerves reside between the transversus abdominis and internal oblique muscles entering this plane medial to the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) [2]. Cadaveric studies suggest that the transversalis and iliacus fascia are contiguous with one another. The continuity of this fascia allows a pathway for anesthetic to track toward the femoral nerve if infiltration occurs beneath or into the transversus abdominis muscle [2]. The result is self-limited femoral nerve palsy (FNP) secondary to anesthetic blockade [3]. Symptomatology of this palsy includes quadriceps muscle weakness, numbness or paresthesias in the anterior thigh, and proximal psoas muscle weakness [4]. We present a case of FNP following intraoperative landmark-based II/IH-NB.

Case Report

A 75-year-old male presented to a community hospital for elective repair of a chronically incarcerated right inguinal hernia. He reported a 6-year history of incarceration and elects now for repair secondary to intractable discomfort which is lifestyle limiting. He reported no change in hernia size, bowel or bladder habits. A Lichtenstein herniorrhaphy was performed without complication. At the conclusion of the procedure, an II/IH-NB was performed utilizing 10 cc of 0.5% bupivacaine. In recovery, the patient reported numbness in the right anterior thigh. Upon examination, hip flexor weakness, quadriceps paralysis, and an inability to ambulate were noted. The patient was admitted for observation and had full return of neurologic function 8 h postoperatively. It was determined that he suffered from transient FNP due to his II/IH-NB. He reported no residual neurologic symptoms at follow-up appointments.

Discussion

Perioperative pain control is an important component of surgical care. Recently, there has been an increased emphasis on adequate pain management with minimal opioid administration [5-10]. This is particularly important with an aging population who are prone to the adverse effects of opioids including somnolence, cognitive impairment, nausea, vomiting, and respiratory depression [11]. As a result, II/IH and transversus abdominis plane (TAP) blocks have gained popularity for perioperative pain control. While the overall safety of these blocks is well established, it is important to be aware of potential complications.
Complications following II/IH-NB are 4.5-9% [3, 9, 12] with serious complications rarely reported. In addition to transient FNP, complications include trauma to blood vessels, pelvic hematoma, intravascular injection, urinary retention, and bladder/enteric penetration [3, 5, 9, 12]. Practitioner experience and modality of administration have been associated with complications and failure of NB to provide adequate analgesia [5, 13]. In an effort to avoid these complications, ultrasound-guidance was introduced as an alternative to traditional landmark-based administration.

Conventional landmark-based infiltration, known as a “blind” technique, utilizes the ASIS as its primary landmark. While all sources agree that the insertion occurs 2 cm medial to the ASIS, there is variation in coronal infiltration from 2 cm superior/inferior to the ASIS [7, 13]. This variation is in part due to anatomic variations of the II/IH nerves. In a study by Al-Dabbagh, the courses were identified in 110 primary inguinal hernia repairs and compared to accepted anatomic texts. They were consistent in only 41.8% of cases [14]. The appropriate depth of penetration is determined by two palpable “clicks” as the needles transverses of the external and internal oblique aponeurosis (Fig. 1).

Local anesthetic, typically 0.5% bupivacaine, is infiltrated into this plane [2, 13]. Inadequate analgesic rates of 28-45% are reported [5, 7, 13]. Suggested mechanisms include unpredictable nerve course, inaccuracy of tactile clicks, user experience and anatomic muscular variation [5]. The combined thickness of the internal oblique and transversus abdominis muscles, which constitutes the desired landing zone, is less than 5 mm in cadaveric studies [2]. Previously mentioned complications are secondary to inappropriate infiltration depth into or through the transversus abdominis muscle (Fig. 2).

Several adjustments to the basic technique have been utilized in an attempt to produce consistent analgesic results. These include a fan distribution of infiltration, multiple site injection, and direct visualization [5, 7, 10, 13].

Ultrasound (US) guidance is a well-documented technique that allows direct visualization during infiltration [5-7, 13]. In this method, a high frequency probe is placed equidistant between the iliac crest and costal margin. The ilioinguinal and iliohypogastric nerves are then identified between the transversus abdominis and internal oblique muscles. The area surrounding the nerves is infiltrated with local anesthetic until they appear to be completely surrounded with fluid. This characteristic visual effect is referred to as the kayak sign [7]. It is recognized that this anatomic identification can be difficult and proficiency is associated with a learning curve. When performed by an experienced physician, US blocks have rapid onset, lower total dose administration, and more consistent analgesic effect than landmark-based methods [5, 7, 13].

Another method of visualized infiltration is administration during laparoscopic procedures [15, 16]. This nerve blockade, typically utilized for TAP blocks, is performed during pneu-
moperitoneum with direct laparoscopic visualization. The needle is introduced at insertion sites in the midaxillary line equidistance between the iliac crest and costal margin. Two distinct “clicks” are felt and analgesic is infiltrated. Laparoscopic views are used to confirm bulging of the transversus abdominis muscle. This method similarly attempts to eliminate potential complications, specifically colonic or small bowel perforation which has been described with the other administration techniques. Proponents also note that there is little to no learning curve with this method which takes advantage of tactile sensation and laparoscopic visualization [15, 16].

Though the incidence of FNP following II/IH-NB is an uncommon occurrence, it does represent a potential risk to patient safety. Though there were no significant safety events in this case, there are reports of patient falls resulting in significant injuries including ankle sprains, ankle fractures, and femoral neck fractures [12, 17, 18]. This risk is increased in the elderly, and those with baseline ataxia or neuromuscular disorders. There is no literature discussing postoperative safety screening measures aimed at identifying this complication. As a result of this occurrence, the institution performed a review for FNP screening following II/III and TAP-NB. Screening had to be low cost, with minimal effect on nursing workflow. Patients receiving NB undergo a focused neurologic exam of the lower extremities by the nursing staff prior to ambulation and discharge home. Motor examination with strength testing of the hip and knee flexion/extension is tested. Sensation of the anterior thigh is also assessed. If the patient has no new neurologic deficits, the patient undergoes assisted ambulation. If there are no perceived deficits, the patient follows standard same day surgery discharge criteria. When deficits are noted, the physician is notified and the self-limited nature of this complication is discussed with the patient and responsible party. Final recommendations for observation or discharge are made on a case by case basis pending function status, debility, and home support. This protocol can be effectively implemented and adopted by recovery nurses with minimal effect to current workflow. This ensures safe and appropriate disposition of the patient, minimizing the potential risk of falling.

Conclusions

Inguinal hernia repairs are one of the most commonly performed surgical procedures. The integration of regional anesthetic NBs has decreased the opioid administration following these surgeries. Application of US and laparoscopic guidance has improved the safety and efficacy of these blockades. While this has proved an effective method of perioperative analgesia, this also introduces a new complement of complications. Transient FNP is one of these complications and is of particular interest due to its potential for significant patient injury if it is not promptly recognized. With identification, simple safety care plans can be developed on an individual basis. In this case, serious safety events were avoided. This has led to the integration of a new postoperative safety assessment aimed at prompt identification of FNP and appropriate disposition of those patients.
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